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Kennedy plugs Democratic
Party in rally at Civic Plaza
Dennis Pohlman

and child on earth. A million
Hiroshima bombs between our
A Democratic candidate's rally at stockpiles and that of the Russians.
Civic Plaza Monday featuring U.S. If the present administration would
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy drew .the spend as much time on prevention of
largest crowd yet during this elec- nuclear war as it does preparing for
tion season in support of Democratic one, we would be much more seParty office seekers.
cure. It's time to say enough is
A crowd of several thousand enough," he said.
heard the Massachusetts senator deThe senator asked all his friends
liver an indictment of President and supporters from his 1980 camReagan's economic policies and paign in the state to go out and elect
characterize the Democratic Party as Democratic candidates on Nov. 2.
the party with a heart, concerned for
''The sun is shinning down here
the needs of the people.
today. But will the sun shine in New
The senator said Democrats mea- Mexico on election day? Only if you
sure the adverse economic condi- elect these Democratic candidates, •'
tions afflicting the U.S. in human the senator said,
terms. He urged voters to choose
The speaking platform was
Democrats on election day, saying crowded with every important
that the party's ticket this fall in New Democrat in the state, and many
Mexico was the best the state has took the opportunity to thank Sen.
seen in many years.
Kennedy for his long interest in the
"1982 is not a year for opportun- people of New Mexico. Lt. Gov.
ism for the Democratic Party, but Roberto Mondragon described Kenrather a year of opportunity for nedy as .. New Mexico's third senaDemocrats to offer real alternatives tor" and detailed the senator's preto the people," Kennedy said.
vious visits to the state in behalf of
Kennedy said the Democratic his brothers and Kennedy's swing
Party would not retreat from its through New Mexico in the course
ideals. He said Democrats would of the 1980 primaries.
continue to emphasize the important
The 50-year-old senator's oratorissues to the people of this country, ical abilities seemed to draw out the
including protection of the environ- best efforts from the assembled
ment, the duty to provide social candidates, which included all the
security to the elderly, protection of hopefuls for Congress ~nd the state's
civil rights and decreasing unem-· top offices.
ployment.
Toney Anaya said his campaign
Kennedy got his largest response would embark on a major effort to
on the nuclear weapons buildup. show where his opponent, former
"We have four-and-a-half tons of state Sen. John Irick really stands on
explosives for every man, woman the issues.

Joe Cevarette

POLITICS were on the agenda yesterday when Ted Kennedy
visited the city to help local Democrats.

Homeco_ming queen
nominations due Oct. 4
Craig Chrissinger

If you are interested in representing UNM as the Homecoming King
or Queen, now is the time to apply.
The deadline is 5 p.m. Oct. 4.
Applications are available from
the Alumni Office, room 200 of the
Student Union Building.
Applicants must be full-time
undergraduates who have attended
UNM for at least two semesters and
completed a minimum of 60 hours
college credit with a grade point
average of at least 2.5.
In addition to the application, a
candidate must submit an advisement copy of his/her UNM transcript; a letter of recommendation
from a faculty member, administra·
tor or alumni member; and a photo (5
x 7 is the preferred size).

Alumni Association and gift certificates from Albuquerque businesses.
The first and second runner-ups in
both categories will receive $50
stipends.
Last year no males applied for
King candidate, but this year men
already have come into the Alumni
Office for applications, Villareal
said.
Applicants will be interviewed for
selection of the finalists by appointment on ~t. 6 and 7. Appointments
will be made at the time of application submission.

A committee of UNM alumni,
students; faculty and administrators
will select up to 11 finalists ·in each
category. Candidates will be judged .
on the basis of scholarship, personality, participation in campus and
community activities, personal
appearance and meeting applicant
Regina Villareal, last year's requirements.
Queen, said that a good representaThe finalists will be notified on
tive should •'take pride in going to
school here and believe she would Oct. 8 and election campaigns begin
be a good representative for the uni- Oct. 11. The King, Queen and two
runner-ups for each will be elected
versity.''
The King and Queen will repre- by a s~udent-body vote Oct. 21.
sent UNM during all Homecoming Coronation ceremonies are planned
(}vents; be presented to the public at for noon Oct. 22 on the Mall. All
the Homecoming game Oct. 23; and finalists will be honored in activities
will receive $100 stipends from the Oct. 18-23.

'i

''l said to John at a speaking engagement we both attended some
weeks ago that I would agree to a
truce," Anaya said. ''I told him that
if he'd stop going around the stlltc
spreading lies about me, l would
stop going around telling the truth
about John Irick. WeH, he didn't
live up to that. His charges that my
campaign failed to report ceJiuin
contributions have been shown to be
completely false. He tried to cloud
the issues and cast aspersions on my
campaign. Well, I'm putting him on
notice that I now intend to help him
clean up his campaign," the former
state attorney general said.
Jeff Bingaman, the present attor·
ney general seckilig the senate seat
of Harrison Schmitt, hit Schmitt's
record on a number of issues. Bingaman said the senator has tried to portray himself as "one of our own, one
ofourbest" when in fact, he's "one
of their own, one of their best.' • He
said Schmitt's record of support for
the people of New Mexico has been
dismal and that the truth would prevail Nov. 2.
Jan Hartke launched into an attack
of Rep. Manuel Lujan's record that
was unparalleled in the tightening
race for the Second Congressional
District. Hanke, his voice straining
against the gusting winds, blasted
Lujan's voting rec.ord, saying the
seven-term congressman was consistent on only two things: his perfect record in support of big oil interests and his flip-flops on all the
important issues affecting the people
of the state.

UNM job interviews down 50°/o;
decline due to smaller turnover
The big dip in job openings is in out for jobs in Albuquerque and
geology and chemical engineering, other cities," he said.
The number of companies coming with oil companies giving OPEC's
to UNM to interview job applicants tighter control of the oil supply as an
Traditionally, few companies and
is down by 50 percent, the associate explanation for the dip, Sandoval organizations have interviewed studirector of the UNM Career Plan- said.
dents in liberal or fine arts, and this
ning and Placement Office said.
trend has not changed, Sandoval
In other fields that traditionally said.
Associate Director George San- hire well, such as mechanical endoval attributed the decline to com- gineering, electrical engineering,
Government .recruiting has not
panies overhiring last year because accounting, finance and marketing,
they assumed a normal tum-over. the number of job interviews have been cut back, he said, adding that
Due to the recession, the tum-over either remained steady or experi- some openings are available for
was much smaller than usual, and enced a 10 percent decline, Sandov· libcraf arts students.
companies found themselves ''hold- al said.
ing the bag" with extra employees,
Government technical and en·
Sandoval said.
Job interviews in education have gineering positions generally pay 25
not decreased, he said, but teaching percent Jess than private industrial
Sandoval said he is hoping the jobs in bigger cities remain scarce. positions, but more students arc tak~
number of companies and organizaing government positions because of
tions coming to campus will surge in
.. We are turning away small the decline in available jobs, San·
the spring, -·&ut he said he has a school districts while people hold doval said.
"gnawing feeling" that it won't.
'.'If there is no rebound, this will
be the worst year we've had in eight
years," he said.
Cindy Sthnedar

Board of Regents will
discuss plans for '83-'84

Last year the placement office had
its peak year since the late 1960s,
with 5,891 individual interviews, he
said.
The UNM Board of Regents Will
.Sandoval said campus placement
meet
9:30 a.m. Wednesday in the
offices across the contry are ex·
Roberts
Room of Scholes Hall to
periencing similar declines this
consider
the budget for 1983-84 and
year.
plans for Hodgin Hall and the
Fears of finding a job in a reces- NCANGymnastics facility.
sion has led even more students than
in the past to use the placement , The budget request will be submitted to the New Mexico Board of
office, he said.
Students are encouraged to attend Educational Finance after it receives
workshops offered by the placement approval from the Regents.
University architect Van Dom
office and to actively seek out companies and set up their own job inter- Hooker will lead the discussion on
the Hodgin Hall and NCANGymviews, Sandoval said.

nastics Building projects and bids on
them.
The Board also will receive bids
on a second building to be built for
the los Alamos branch campus. Enrolhnent at the branch is up 40 percent from the 400 students attending
last year.
• Additional items on the agenda
mcludc approval of candidates for
·degrees from the 1982 Summer ses·
sion, the university's telephone system, and a television translator site
at Wagon Mound.
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Brazilian president
U.S. Marines to. land in Beirut opens U.N. debate

lnternational News
--'---~-~---'-·--~-

(UP!) - Jsr.•eli troops departed
west Beirut Monday, but diplomats
said the government of Prime Minister Menachem Begin has insisted on
leaving an Israeli "presence" in the
Lebanese capital despite the expccted arrival of I ,200 U.S.
Marines Wednesday.
President Reagan, who had demanded Israeli troops leave west
Beirut before the Marines were deployed, said through a spokesman in
Washington that west Beirut was
"primarily under control" of the
Lebanese government,
Deputy Press Secretary Larry
Speakes said the United States was
"cnc<Jur;lged" by Israel's progress
in pulling its troops out.
The State Department said l ,200
Marines were expected to land in
Beirut Wednesday, 400 more than
previously announced. Another 600
Marines will remain offshore aboard
6th Fleet ships in reserve.
The Israelis, using some 100 C130 cargo planes and helicopters,
Monday ferried their troops und
heavy cquiprncnt out of west Beirut.
But despite the substantial pull back,
diplom:~ts said Israel was insisting

on mallaining a "presence" at the
airport. One ltalian source said it is
unlikely the Israelis would com.
promise.
As the airlift was under way,
French and Halian peacekeeping
troops took up strategic positions
around the Chatila and Sabra refugee camps, the massacre site of
hundreds of Palestinian civilians by
Christian militiamen.
Lebanese President Amin
Gemayel, hoping to quell fears of
another slaughter, had asked the
peacekeeping troops to move in
quickly. Estimates of the total dead
have ranged up to I ,500.
The Isrueli Cabinet, bowing to
domestic and international pressure,
was expected to set up a judicial
inquiry commission Tuesday to investigate any Israeli involvrnent in
the massacre.
State-operated Israel Television
said although none of the ministers
in Begin's coalition government was
opposed to a statutory inquiry, the
scope of the probe is expected to be
determined at a later date.
But, said the report, Begin has
indicated ''everything will be open

to investigation" and that neither the
political nor the military levels
would be spared.
The deployment of the
peacekeeping troops in Lebanon has
been delayed since last week by the
continued Israeli presence in 13eirut.
While lsrael has made no promises
for leaving east Beirut, it has vowed
to be out of the Moslem western
sector by late Wednesday.
White House spokesman Speakes
said the United States expected "the
Jsraeli Defense Forces to be out of
Beirut by mid-week, including the
airport area. No (Israeli) force of any
military significance is expected to
remain in the airport area."
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U.S. officials believe the Jewish
holy day of Yom Kippur delayed the
Israeli pullout from west Beirut, invaded by Israel Sept. 15 after the
assllssination of President-elect
Beshir Gemayel.
The Marines were the only peacekeeping troops not yet ashore. The
full French and Italian contingents,
numbering roughly 2,200 troops,
were already in Beirut but most were
confined to temporary quarters until
Israel completes its withdrawal from
the capital.
Italian ambassador Franco
Lucaoli said he felt confident of an
agreement that would get the Israelis
out of key areas to allow the full
deployment of the mul!i·national
force.
"The Israelis would be stupid not
to recognize that we all have an interest in a stable, independent Lebanon. I think weare on the verge of an
acceptable agreement,'' he said.
:ZI:ZXXA,ii
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EXAMS

~
~
~

The College Level Examination Program (CLEP)
general exams and two subject exams are now
available at a reduced cost for UNM students
or prospective students only. Exams available are:

~
~
~
~
~

General Exams

~
~
~

History and Social Science
English Composition
Natural Science
Nathematics
Humanities

~
~
~
~
~
~

Subject Exams

"

Analysis & Interpretation of Literature
College Composition

~

~

A fee of $18.00 per test (as opposed t.o the
national cost of $25.00) is required on the
day students take the test(s). Candidates
should bring cash, check or money-order.
Checks or money-orders should be made payable
to the University of New Mexico.

Thursday, October 14, 1982

~
~
~
~
~

Wednesday, November 17, 1982

~

Test dates are as follows. Reporting time is
8:15 a.m. No appointment is necessary.

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~

~
~

Friday, December 3, 1982
For further information about CLEP, call
277-5345 or come to the Testing Division, Rm. 2,
University College Building.
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UNITED NATIONS (UPI)Brazilian President Joao Baptista
Figueiredo, his country strapped by
economic woes, Monday opened the
37th U.N. General Assembly debate
by urging nations to help' 'turn back
the tide which leads to despair."
Figueiredo - the first Brazilian
head of state ever to address the
U.N. General Assembly - said it
was the seriousness of the international situation that prompted his
visit to the 157-member world body.
''Never in the history of this organization have the risks and threats to
peace, security and progress of nations been so serious," said the
short, barrelchested retired general
who took office in 1979 with
pledges to make hili nation a democracy, "Never have the challenges
been so great".
In an address opening the 37th
U.N. General Assembly, Figueiredo painted a grim picture of the international economic scene.
''It is a picture poor in accomplishments yet rich in problems;
poor in creativity, yet rich in disorder; poor in efficacy and justice,

yet rich in waste and imbalances,"
he said,
"I believe it imperative to correct
the serious flaws that so clearly
stand out," he said. "I call Qn the
governments of all member states to
undertake a determined effort to
tackle the mounting international
problems and to turn back the tide
which leads to despair."
Figueiredo's own nation is plagued by triple-digit inflation, recession, rising unemployment, a huge
foreign debt and internal and rightwing opposition to his process of
liberalization. Before Figueiredo,
Brazil had been ruled by the military
since a 1964 coup.
Figueiredo devoted half of his
statement to the world economic crisis and urged the revival of lagging
North-South economic talks.
''The North-South dialogue,'' he
said, "must urgently be reinvigorated, Long-term efforts- for
which the launching of the global
negotiations is so necessary must be supplemented now by a
discussion of the short-term aspects
of the crisis.''

I

sure that government statistics to be
released Thursday will show the
economy at ''a new cyclical low'' in
August.
Deputy White House press secretary Larry Speakes refused to discuss
the disclosure by a Commerce Department official that the leading
economic indicators dropped in August for the first time in five
months - an indication the recession has stretched into a 14th month
in contrast with administration
optimism that the economy is poised
for recovery,
Reagan has stepped up the defense of his economic and fiscal
policies as the fall elections near. He
is expected to do so again today and
while campaigning in Richmond,
Va., Wednesday for GOP Senate
hopeful Paul. Trible.

State and Local News

Jordanian to face
trial in Virginia
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (UPI)- is charged with possessing a destrucA federal magistrate Monday tive device not registered to him in
ordered a Jordanian transported to the National Firearms and Trunsfer
Alexandria, Va., to face charges of Record.
possessing explosives that were
The agent also testified that Nasfound in a storage locker.
ser's fingerprints were found on
U.S. Magistrate Robert McCoy items in the storage locker, but
ruled following a removal hearing under cross-examination, she said
that there was probable cause to re- none of his fingerprints were discoturn Abdul Hafiz Mohammed Nas- vered on the explosives, blasting
ser, 29, to Virginia for trial.
caps or radios. ·
U.S. Attorney William Lutz Said
Ms. Gilliland said the FBI had
Nasser, who has been held in lieu of found evidence that Nasser obtained
$750,000 bond since his arrest in the explosives from an Arizona minAlbuquerque Sept. 18, probably er she identified as Howard Green.
would be. transported to Virginia Hudenko said a scrap of paper with
within a week.
Green's address was found by the
Two FBI agents testified for the FBI in a search of a car used by
government at the hearing, Allyson Nasser.
Gilliland of Alexandria and John
Defense lawyer David Williams
Hudenko of Albuquerque, while the said Nasser conceded that he had
defense called no witnesses.
rented the storage locker in SeptemMs. Gilliland testified that 95 ber 1981, but he argued that governsticks of a type of explosive were ment failed to show who put the exfound in the self-service storage plosives inside and when they were
locker, along with electronic blast- placed there.
ing caps and radios. She said the
Williams also said the U.S. attorradios had been modified to become ney's office did not demonstrate that
the apparent trigger for the explo- the explosives, blasting caps and
sives.
radios were ever designed to be
She said experts at the FBI labora- made into a weapons and said there
tory determined that the items con- was no evidence Nasser intended to
stituted a destructive device. Nasser use the materials.

Ronald Reagan should be on staff
in acknowledgement of the important work he has done to promote the
cause of the anti-nuclear movement,
a noted nuL.ear physicist and antinuclear activist said Saturday in a
lecture at Woodward flail on the
UNM campus.
Dr. Michio Kaku, speaking at the
invitation of the New Mexico Federation fo progress and the
ASUNM Speaker's Committee,
said President Reagan's stance on
the nuclear question and other issues
directly affecting citizens was deplorable. "Never in history has one
man screwed so many to benefit so
few," Kaku said.
Kaku urged the audience to mganize and fight the policies that have
resulted in the nuclear industry having more say over health and safety
concerns about nuclear power and
weapons programs than the people
who work at and live near these faci-

lities and bases.
"The thing they fear more than
the H-bomb, more than the Russians, more til an anything, is the
power of the American people,'' he
said.
Kaku discussed at great length his
concerns about the safety of both
nuclear weapons and nuclear power.
He described the present U.S. arms
buildup as the final st&ge before nuclear holocaust.
He said the increasingly short
warning time before an attack means
that no hurr m can act fast enough to
evaluate whether or not an 11ttack is
emminent. "011r warning systems
have alerted us of 'attacks' more
than 2000 times," Kaku said, questioning what would have happened
had wen< t verified those warnings,
He said our defense system ha~
been triggered by atmospheric phenomena, flights of geese and even
the rise of the moon on the horizon.

Trinity Site trek set
Craig Chrissinger

i
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Reagan to hold
news conference

The news conference, to be
nationally broadcast live at 7;30
p.m. EDT, will be the 13th of
Reagan's presidency and the first
since July 28.
Reagan spent most of Monday
preparing for questions likely to
focus on Wednesday's scheduled
movement of U.S. Marines into
Lebanon, strains in U.S.-Israeli relations, and the state of the economy.
The questioning on economic
matters follows a premature disclo-

~

t'

National News

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Reagan will hold his frrst news
conference in two months today,
anticipating questions about the violence in Lebanon and a new dose of
bad economic news just five weeks
before congressional elections.

1:

Nuclear physicist criticizes Reagan

are required.
New Mexico was chosen for the
Early July 16, 1945, a burst of test because it contained large
fierce light many times more bril- ranges of government-owned land
liant than the sun bathed the desert and fulfilled the requirements of
and mountains around Jomado del isolation and distance from both
Muerte, Spanish for the "Dead coastlines.
Man's Route." The plutonium "Fat
The site was named Trinity by
Man," the first atomic bomb, had theoretical physicist Robert
exploded,
Oppenheimer, then-director of the
The White Sands Missile Range Los Alamos Laboratory, after a line
will be open Oct. 2 to the public for in a poem by John Donne.
the annual tour of the Trinity Site.
The frreball created by Fat Man
The site has been open one day a had a temperature at the center four
year for tours since 1953. A monu- times that of the center of the sun.
ment was erected at Ground Zero in Radioactivity emitted was equal to a
1965.
million times that of the world's totThe tour, sponsored by the Ala- al radium supply.
mogordo Chamber of Commerce,
When Oppenheimer saw the ball
takes six hours, but only one and a of fire rising from the desert floor in
half hours are spent at the actual site. a swirling inferno of reds, oranges
Radiation is extremely low - less and yellows, he recalled the words
than that of a radium-dial watch. of the sacred Hindu book BhagavadHowever, people are Warned not to Gita: "I am become death, The shatdig for or pick up any trinitite, fused terer of worlds.''
material created by the explosion.
In connection with the tour, memCaravans will leave the Alamo- bers of the White Sands Pioneer
gordo K-Mart on U.S. 54-70 at 8 Group will hold 11 6:30 p.m. dinner
a.m.; the Tularosa gate at 8:30; and meeting at the Alamogordo Holiday
the Stall ion Range Camp gate, 18 Inn. The group consists of emmiles east of San Antonio, at 9 a.m. ployees of White Sands when it was
All people must be on time as a milit- known as a proving ground.
ary escort is required. Each person
More information is available
should also bring food and water. from the Alamogordo Chamber of
The tour is free and no reservations Commerce at 437-6120.

The physicist said if the Russians
go ahead and prepare a system of
computers to 'launch.on warning' as
they have said was the only response
they could take to counteract the
proposed Pershing II deployment in
Europe, the decision to launch a
Russian counterattack would rest
solely with a machine.
He estimated Pershings could hit
Russian ICBM fields withi:t six minutes of launching, far too short a
time for a Russian .leader to be informed and verify that it was really
an attack.
Kaku, well-qualified to speak about the commercial uses of the atom,
said a truly safe nuclear power plant
has yet to be built. He described the
way utilities in California financed
two nuclear plants built ncar active
earthquake fault lines, ,and then dismissed the dangers, even though
admitting that the plants had been
built according to the wrong blueprints.
The activist-scientist said he was
the first anti-nuclear observer
a.llowed to inspect the Three-Mile
Island plant in Pennsylvania after

r

the March I 980 accident. He said a
Metropolitan Edison executive
offered to drink a glass of water from
the crippled plant's cooling system
to prove there was no danger to the
public from his company's plant.
Kaku suggested that perhaps this
man should be allowed to follow up
his crazy offer, "1 think that man has
an answer to our nuclear waste disposal problem," Kaku said with a
smile.
The professor was greeted by a
roaring standing ovation when he
concluded his remarks before the
anti-nuclear crowd of about I 00
people.
He answered questions from the
audience, and concluded by saying
organi:~;ation is the key to stop the
nuclear madness. He said linkage of
all the various protest groups was
essential, because the issues of the
draft, nuclear power, unemployment and other concerns were all
related, "We'll be picked off one by
one without unity," he told the
crowd. "We must think of things as
all being part of the same world.'' he
said.

Kaku has an cxte11sive background on the question of nucleur
power and its applicution. He was
graduated Summa Cum Laude from
Harvard University and received his
Ph.D. in nuclear physics from the
University of California at Ber·
kclcy. He taught for one year at Princeton University nod has been an
associate professor of nuclear physics at New York City College for
the past nine years. His experiences
both inside the nuclear industry and
as a professor led him to his stand a
of nuclear power. His family is originally froin Japan, and his cousin
was a witness to the power of the.
atorn when he survived the atomic
blast at Hiroshima in August, 1945.
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There's A Totally Free T-shirt
Waiting for You at Albuquerque Federal!
Only Albuquerque Federal offers Totally Free Checking. It's the chceking account for people who lih• to
keep things simple and hassle-free. There's no minimum balance requirement, no monthly servicl' fet• and no
per check charge.
And, for a limited time, we'll give you a Totally Free T·sllirt at no charge just for opening :In Albuquerque
Federal checking account. Simply present your UNM student ID when you come in to opt•n your account
with $100 or more.
We also have interest earning checking account plans for you to choose from. Overdraft protection's available
too.
Plus you can get cash from your checking account day or night with Passcard Teller located at Albuquerque
Federal offices in Albuquerque, Rio Hancho, Santa Fe, .Las Cruces and Farmington.
C.9nvenicnce and e,conomy. Everything you need from a c;heck)Qg "ceount. Open your account today at the
East Central Office of Albuquerque Federal 4901 Central NE lmd pick up your totally Free T-shirt.

Candidates won't debate

AT LAWHENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY,

A debate between U.S. Rep. choice but to stick by his earlier
Manuel Lujan and his Democratic commitments, the spokesperson
challenger, State Treasurer Jan said.
Hartke, will likely not materialize
Hartke has said he is willing to
due to Lujan's prior commitments in debate Lujan "anyplace, anytime,''
Washington, a spokesperson for the and maintains that Lujan will not
Lujan re-election campaign said re- debate because he cannot defend his
cently.
record in Congress.
The UNM Debate Club and repreThere are a number of appearsentatives from both campaign~ had
been working on arranging a debate ances scheduled by the two camat UNM in mid-October, but the paigns which will bring the men
length of the Congressional session together face-to-face, but not in a
and the short amount of time left debate format, before the Nov. 2
before the election leave Lujan little election.

CREATIVE MINDS PURSUE
A DIVERSITY OF
IMAGINATIVE SOLUTIONS ...

Rubella shots to be given
Free vaccinations for rubella,
commonly known as German
Measles, will be given from 8:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on Sept. 30 and
Oct. l on the east mall near the UNM
Student Health Center.
The disease is a mild one except
for the fetus of a pregnant woman,
The virus may cause congenital disorders, heart defects, deafness and
mentalretardation in the baby, Registered Nurse Bennette Meyer at the

center said. It is important for men to
be vaccinated as well as women because they can transmit the disease,
she said.
"When there is less rubella infection in the community, there is less
risk that pregnant women will be
infected," Meyer said.
For more information contact the
UNM Student Health Center at 2776305.

Conceptions Southwest
UNM's fine arts/literary publication

1982 issue on sale now

$4

ON CAMPUS

TUESDAY, OCT. 12th
Ask your Placement Office for details on our
upcoming Campus visit, or

See our ad iq this paper next, TUESDAY,
OCT. 5th for additional information.
LLNL is an equal opportunity employer, m/f/h

University of California

111• Lawrence Uvermore
~ National Laboratory
P.O. Box 5510, Dept. JCR, Livermore, CA 94550
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Sun Tran is like money from home
If the grinch just stole your
Christmas, if you studied all
night for the test but flunked it
anyway, if your bag broke and
you dropped your groceries all
over the parking lot, take a break
and hop a city bus.
Some of the nicest people in
the world are driving up and
down Central, across Carlisle
and up Montgomery Monday
through Sunday, waving at each'
other as they intersect, with a unique system of signals known
only to bus drivers. And jumping
on those buses are old people
with walkers, mothers with toddlers, people who flag down a
bus only to ask city directions,
folks trving to jump on a bus for

half or no fare. And the drivers
just smile and keep on dragging
Central at 15 mph.
Albuquerque isn't unique only
for the balloon fiesta. This city
just has nice bus drivers. This is
because those drivers who are
not from the east (and, subsequently, so relieved to be out of
an atmosphere where no one
talks to one another) are native
New Mexicans. And everyone
knows native, or almost-native
New Mexicans, are so used to
tnwail that they get along with
everyone.
Flunked your test? No need to
soak your sorrows with the bartender. Talk to a bus driver.
Chances are he's been driving up

and down the road, without a
Ci()arette or a radio, with his own
thoughts so long he's got plenty
of stories to tell.
And if you can't get the driver's attention, talk to a passenger. One dear old guy gets all
dressed up to ride from downtown to Coronado every day,
sometimes stopping off at Furr's
for a dinner in quiet solitude, He
tells everyone he's over 90 but
you'd never believe it to converse with him.
But, best of all, riding the
buses is a way tom ix with people
again. Break out of the aristocracy of the educated for no other
reason If just to remember there
are teenagers In parochial school

pinafores, Burger King counter
help, and, of course, drunk and
blood sellers in this city, too,
It's a cheap $50 to tide on any
bus on any day for a student's
semester, no "transfers"
needed. And you even get to
keep your ID picture at the end of
the semester, a token of countless rides and countless conversations.
But be prepare.;! for a long
ride. If you're satiated with a
jaded college crowd, you might
be surprised to find there's a
whole world out there, riding up
and down the streets. Let yourself be the captive audience on
the bus, It's one of the city's best
travelling troupes.
·
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by Garry Trudeau

Turtle spurs ecological reflection
life
and
Related
Subjects
I (JOt to thinking about ecology
the other day when I ran over a
turtle with my lawn mower. Now
before you reptile lovers start
sending me irate letters full of
misspelled words, let me assure
you that I was not aiming for the
turtle. I have enough trouble
keeping my lawnmower in operation, and the last thing I woulo
do is risk damaging it with a turtle. Let me also assure you that
the turtle was unharmed, except
for a few nicks on its shell that
might make it less attractive to
turtles of the opposite sex,
whichever sex that happens to
be. I don't know how you deter·
mine the sex of a turtle, ano I
don't want to know. I have come
to think of this particular turtle as

a male because my two-year-old
son, who receives signals directly from outer space, recently
announced that its name was
Bob.
Bob has been hanging around
our lawn for several months
now, despite our efforts to encourage him to go into the
woods with otherturtles. "These
are the best years of your life,
Bob," we say. "Don't waste them
on our lawn," But Bob turns a
deaf ear to our suggestions,
assuming turtles have ears. You
would think the lawnmower incident would have made him have
second thoughts about our lawn,
but lately he seems more
attached to it than ever. This
makes me think that maybe the
theory of evolution is wrong after all. I figure that ifturtles really
had been evolving all these
years, they would have come upwith something more intelligent
than Bob.
Anyway, all this got me to
thinking about ecology. Most
wild animals are, like Bob, fairly
stupid. Plants are even worse. It
is up to us human beings to use
our superior brains to protect
them, or one day we will wake up
to find there is no more nature,

and we will no longer have any
place to hold 1960s-style weddings.
So I am all for preserving wildlife, but I also think we have to
use some judgment about it. We
can't go around preservi'lg all
wildlife, because some of it is
disgusting. Take insects, for example. The other night, while we
were having dinner, some wildlife entered our house in the form
of a flying insect that looked like
a mosquito but was large
enough to play in the National
Football League. It was the kind
of insect that wouldn't even have
to sting you, because it could
crush you to death by merely
landing on you.
Now I imagine that the president of the Sierra Club, sitting in
the safety of his insect-free
office, would say that we should
let this insect drone around the
dining room until it broke a window and flew outside, where it
would be eaten by another species, which in turn would be
eaten by another species, and so
on and so on, leading up the
Great Chain of Life, until finally
the second-to-last link in the
chain is eaten by a nuclear physicist. But that is mere theory. The

So I propose that we direct our
ecology efforts toward preservIng those forms of wildlife that
are safe and nondisgusting,
namely:
-Cute, furry animals, such
as seals and otters, that you see
in Walt Disney nature movies,
but never around your house.
-Large animals, such as
elephants and boa constrictors,
that Jive on other continents.

II

Editor:
The cartoon that you printed
in the editorial page on
September 16, portraying the
Mexican people in the form of a
lazy, sleezy bandit clearly
served to highlight the racist
tendencies of the Lobo editorial staff and the publication as
a whole. Your gross insensitivity is rivaled only by your obvious misunderstanding of the
M~ican people.
Historically, the mass media
has always portrayed minorities in a very unfavorable man·
ner, the old frito bandito, for
example. We thought that
those days wete behind;
however, you have proven
otherwise by printing such bigoted trash and thinking that
you could get away with it.
That piece of journalism, if you
can call it journalism, serves to
demonstrate that you are regressing, instead of progres·
sing, in time.
It was bad enough that you
·printed the .cartoon, but as a
further insult, you had the audacity to print it on the 16th of
September, which is a very important Mexican holiday. It is
the Mexican Independence
Day, a very solemn day for us,

justlikethe Fourth of July is for
Americans.
The message of the cartoon
seems to be that with the eco·
nomic problems that Mexico is
facing, it is going to lead to
more emigration from Mexico
to the United States. If you
understood anything about
emigration, you would know

that it takes about 25,000 pesos
to go from Central Mexico to
the United States. That is about
$350 used to pay the smuggler.
As you point" out, times are
hard in Mexico, so you have to
wonder if they are going to pay
that kind of money and take the
risk of getting caught a few
days after they get to the United States.

In short, that -::artoon is a big
insult to all of us of Mexican
descent, and you should apologize to us immediately for such
an insensitive, offensive caricature and to the general public
for your poor taste.
Sincerely,
Elmer Aragon

Students urged to vote
Editor:
As a student here at UNM and
as a registered voter I have become painfully aware of political
issues that affect my life and that
of other students. Tuition hikes, a
student pub, apathy of the student body,and abortion are but a
few of the issues that affect the
students of UNM.
Do the students of UNM realize the potential effect these
issues have on their lives? I be·
lieve not. If they did the estimated turnout in the upcoming
elections would not be 33 percent but upwards in the 80 to 90
percent range. Right wing conservative politicians and special
interest groups, such as Senator
Helms and the pro-life lobbying
groups, will dictate to the American people what they sould believe and how they should live if

the voter does not speak up. If · public in general do not speak up
these groups or any group for the freedom of choice will be
that matter gets its constituents taken away.
to the voting booths, it)lllill cause
a disproportionate effect on the
Sincerely yours,
outcome.
If the students of UNM and the
Gary A. Hill

Architect praised
E:ditor:

When the plan is enacted, it
will not only remove architectuAs a member of ASUNM, 1 ral barriers, but more importantwould like to take this opportun• ly, it will enable the students to
ity to congratulate UNM become involved in more
Architect Joe McKinney on his academic programs, the true
five-year accessibility plan.
purpose of higher education. By
As a student leader and a dis· the enactment of this program, I
abled student myself, I feel that feel that success is inevitable for
Mr. McKinney has shown his the disabled student of UNM.
sensitivity and respect for the
Eugene Moffett
disabled student in the formulaASUNM
Senator
tion of this plan.

A watchdog committee formed by
the UNM Student Veterans Association in reaction to the Omnibus Reconciliation Act - an act that virtually disqualifies most UNM veterans from receiviQg PELL grants h11s been successful in pushing a
repeal of the act through the U.S.
Senate and House of Representatives, said SVA President Pepe
Ugarte.
Because of lobbying efforts by the
SVA's Veterans Benefits Watchdog
Committee, along with other New
Mexico veterans groups - the
Veterans of Foreign Wars, the
American Legion and the Vietnam
Veterans of America - legislation
that would requalify veterans enlisted before 1977 for the PELL
grant sped through the U.S. Senate
and House and is now in conference,
Ugmte said.

UNM student veterans. The committee also contacted other New
Mexico veterans groups to help with
the lobbying efforts.
''Ourarguments were that prior to
1977, the economy wasn't in a poor
a state as it is now, and pay for the
military wasn't as competitive,"
Ugarte said. "Educational benefits
were a subsidy for our low wages.
We were counting on them.
"If we knew when we enlisted
that our educational benefits were
going to keep us from receiving
other financial aid benefits available
to the public, the advantages for
volunteering would not be so attractive," he said.
A bill to repeal the Omnibus Reconciliation Act, introduced by Sen.
Orrin Hatch of Utah, was passed by
the U.S. Senate Sept. 17, This bill
restores veterans' eligibility for the
PELL Grant for ''the upcoming year
and all future years,'' leaving veterans without the grant this year, he
said.
The repeal bill was then introduced in the House by Rep. Paul
Simon of Illinois. It passed on Sept.
21, this time with a clause which
made the veterans' eligibility retroactive to include this year.
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plannin& to tnk(' purtln thenctlvllles.

non-profit organi~atlons. Forms for Lip Service can

IOllight on the Ncmh Cum pus na~ajc Medfcal Sdertces

i'l L{p Serv/re will be run the day
before the event and .the drJJi of th~ ewnl em p ~p(Jr;e
oval/able basis, Lip Serdl:t! is available co a{( UNM

be picked up In Marron lla/1, room JJ8 qnd must be
turned ;n by2 p.m. the day prior to puhflratlon.

Building I, room201.

Tomorrow's Events

Today's Events
The UNM Studenl Support Sfrvkea is offering a
varietY of events today, ''Career ExploratiOn'' will be
from 7 p.m, to 9 p.m. in the Women's ~ent~r.

'jEverywornan's Series" will presenJ ''Ain't
Nobody'$ Business, 1' 11 film about pr~tlnuion, from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the lnternatlonol Center. "Back
I;xercise ClllSs'' will be from 12 noon io I p.m. in the
Student Health Center. ''The R(:Sum~::: Your Llf~
History on 2 Pa8eS 11 will be from 10 a.m. to II u.m.
in Mesa Vista Hall213.J,
11

The Campu1 Crusade for Chrl11t will meet IlL 7

Heath Awarencu We!k" will feature a guest

speaker from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. today .in the Student
Health Center.
The Blue Key Honor FntemUJ will meet at~ p.m,
today at the Cutter Launch Site. They will be
discussing the procedure for the aalloon Fiesta

project and auendam;e is essentifl.l for students

SOB Re(rtailon will present n1eS1eve O'Neill Duo
from .12 noon 10 l p.m. tomorrow on the South $Ide
of the Ne~Mcxh:o Stl.1dclll Union b)' the fountain. No
admission.
Ll!l Campanas will meet o.t 1 p.m. tomorrow ln
HokPJ1B Lounge. Members are reminded to bring $12
for shins,

Al_buquuque Men Aa~Jn•t Rape and Sexltm will
hold_ on organizational meeting at 8 p.m. tomorrow In
Zimmerman Library, room 294. More information is
a\'nilable from Doug Frieden nt877·,423.

7:00, 9:00
Tomorrow's Feature

Slave of Love
1:10, 3:15, 7:00, 9:30
SUB Theatre
SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance
Under-graduates $2.00 Gredullltes/Non-students $2.50

VistaHo.II2J31,
Hl!llth Awarertts' Wt>tk will huve: 11 j~Uest speaker

presents

Mayor Andrew Young
Lecture Topics:
American Foreign Affairs and
Civil rights in the 1980's

A reception following the lecture will be hosted by
Afro-American Studies & The Salt of the Earth Bookstore.

A Sensa of Loss

Tbe UNM Student Suppon ~nrlct!l will ~ponsor ll.
"Wellness Seminar" fi-om ?:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
tomorrow In the Student H~lth Center and HThe
lntc;rview: Putd1111; ll AU Together" ns a Cnreer
:S:ervice. from 2 p.m. to3:JO p.nl. tomorrow In Me,o;n

ASU NM Speakers Committee

He urged all UNM veterans and
concerned citizens to write a letter to
Reagan voicing their opinions that
the bill be passed.
"We will supply the paper, ink,
envelopes and postage, if they will
just take the time to Jet the president
know how they feel," he said.
The SVA office is in the basement
of the Student Union Building, room
24F.

Today's Feature

open 10 Lh~ public.

ThC' New Mexico Unlo11 Galtrla will begin ac·
cepting work for .the Stl.lde_nt Art Competition
tomorrow. Wor'.t should be submlucd to the: New
M~:.~~lco Union 1 room 209,

Schola~

"The Omnibus Reconciliation
Act went through legislation without
any notice to velerans' groups," he
said. "So we organized a group that
will keep an eye on things."

·~~~--.---------------.
ASUNM Film CommiHee presents

l.u Lom•_a Campus Mlnl11trit• will sponsor
''Theology ror Lunch' 1 from 12 noon. tQ I J).!Jl. in the
New Mexico Sl!ldenl Union, rQoiJl 250E, Feulurcd
guest will be Josi,! Rotlriguez, Director of Nuemo
'rcntro, who will speak"_.. "~eligiopnnd Drnmn...
This is a purt. of 1he brown bnsluncheon series nnd Is

Club Will hold a

Thf Prelllden,,al

Ticket Prices: $3 Students $5 General
Tickets available at S.U.B. Box Office

fot a full fellowship may also apply
for a travel grant to help cover expenses incurred while traveling to
and from Deerfield. Several partially paid fellowships and tuition fellowships will also be available.
Under the tenns of these awards,
partial fellowships will pay $800
and their travel expenses to and from
Deerfield; tuition fellowships will
pay $2,000 and their travel expenses
to and from Deerfield. The progralil
will provide the balance of their tuition, room, board and the expenses
of field trips to other museums.
Application forms may be
obtained by writing to Historic
Deerfield,. Inc., 1983 Fellowship
Program, Deerfield, Mass. 01342.
Inquiries should be addressed to J.
Ritchie Garrison, Director of Education. Completed applications must
be received before Feb. 15, 1983.

176. More infPrmullon nnd si~;n·ups nrc (1\'ni!Qb)e
from Stephen Swfnny nt277·51SI or277·4~47.

nominath;m meeting ror 82-83 club ofOcers at 6 p.n1.
Lomorrow In the Honors Center, All $IUdenu
planning to run for office n~ to read the
dNomlnntlng Meeting Procedures" posted on the
Bulletin Soard in the Honors Center.

Ugarte said Reagan is expected to
veto the bill.

Historic Deerfield, Inc., will conduct its 28th annual Summer Fellowship Program in Early American
History and the Decorative Arts in
Deerfield, Mass., from June 14 to
Aug, 13, 1983.
Between six and 10 Fellowships
wm be awarded to undergraduate
students interested in careers in the
museum. field and related professions, The program offers students
exposure to the inteipretation of early American history and culture
through the medium of the museum.
Applicants to the programs must
be undergraduates of sophomore,
junior or senior standing in an American or Canadian college as of Jan.
I, 1983.
Full fellowships provide room
and board while in Deerfield and
expense-paid trips to several American museums. Students applying

p.m. tomorrow, 411d will be held on Monduys ond
Wednesdays through De-c. J,ln JohnsonO)Itll, romi\

from y a.m. to 4 p.m. tonmrrow Jn the Student
Heolth Cent.:r,

The Senate and House are now in
conference to adopt a final repeal
bill. From th~re it will go to the
president's desk for final approval.

Fellowship program offers
early American history

NE.W MEXICO

Arroblf; Da11ce CI~SII'JWiil bcsin from 12 r&OI.m to l

Announremcn~

The act disqualifies 900 of the
I ,300 veterans on campus from receiving PELL Grant money, he said.
Ugarte said the watchdog committee's main function is to keep an
eye on legislation that affects veteran's educational benefits.

I

Letters

Reader claims gross insensitivity''

Stephanie Dominguez

He said their first action against
the act was to make New Mexico
legislators, all of whom had sup"
ported Reagan in voting for the act,
aware of the adverse effects it had on

fJM.,/AJH/ff'5
YOUR 7HfiJRY
AtJAIN?

lip~rviee

hope for grants

He added that while the Omnibus
Reconciliation Act of 1981 does not
state that veterans enlisted before
1977 are inelligible for the PELL
Grant, the amount of PELL money
the veteran may receive will be reduced by the amount of G .1. Bill
educational benefits he will receive
for the year.

truth Is that nothing around my
house would have dared to eat
this insect; in fact, It probably
would have eaten Bob, shell and
all. I bet that if the president of
the Sierra Club had been In my
house, he would have done exactly what I did, which was to
leap up from the table and batter
the insect repeatedly with a rolled-up newspaper.

-Plants that produce flowers or eat Insects.
-Turtles.
I have already embarked on a
personal ecology effort· to preserve Bob. I have resolved that,
despite the great personal sacrifice involved, I will no longer
mow my lawn.

UNM veterans see

New Mexico Daily Lobo. September 28, 1.982

September 29, 1982 at 8:00PM
in the S.U.B. Ballroom

Support your ASUNM Speakers Committee

October Pride Fest

UNM
Homecoming
1982
coming up:

King & Queen
Applications
Available in Alumni Office
2nd floor S.U.B.

Deadline:
Mon. Oct. 4
All organizations
and departments are
encouraged to participate.

Get ready tor:
Noontime Entertainment:
Oct. 18·22
King & Queen Elections:
Oct. 21
Coronation and Pep Rally:
Oct. 22 Noon
House & Lawn Display Tour:
Oct. 22, 7:00 pm
Parade of Lobos Contest:
Oct. 23 6:30 pm
and much more!
It's for you!
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Opera singer Leontyne. Price to appear
Worldly acclaimed American
opcru singer Leontyne Price will
appear in a benefit concert with the
New Mexico Symphony Orchestra
on Friday, Oct. 1. at 8: 15 p. rn. in
Popejoy Hall at the UNM Fine A1ts
('omplex. Dc~cribcd in the ''New
York· Times" as "the Stradivariua
of singers," Price will perform
selections from Puccinu' s "La
Boheme" and "Madame Butterl1y"
as well as arias from Mozart's
"ldomenco" and Verdi's "Ernani"
and "La For7.u del Dcstino."
The NMSO, Yoshirni Takcd<l
Music Director and Conductor,
hosts Price in Friday's concert as a
benefit performance for the NMSO.
Tickets arc also available at the
NMSO office and Popejoy 1-lall and
arc priced from $75 to $15. All $10
tickets arc ;old out.
In mldition to having seen Price in
two nationally televised performances in September, New Mexico
residents can hear in a live concert

the phenomenally successful voice
that "Saturday Review" says is as
beautiful as any in memory.
Price, who has been universally
regarded as one of the greatest artists
of all time, made her Metropolitan
Opera debut as Leonora in ''II Travatorc" to a 42-minutc ovation. This
was the most profound demonstration of enthusiasm ever witnessed at
the Met.
Born in Laurel, Miss., Price played the piano at the age of five and
later sang in the Junior Church
Choir. Her goal at that time was to
become a music teacher. At Central
State College in Ohio, her singing
with the glee club attracted much
attention and upon graduation with a
B.A. degree she won a scholarship
to Julliard.
Price appeared in Virgil Thomson's "Four Saints in Three Acts''
·and Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess."
She made her Town Hall debut and

sang in concert with the Philadelphia
Orchestra, The Boston Symphony,
and the New York Philharmonic. An
unprecedented grand opera debut on
national television in the title role of
"Tosca'' with the NBC Opera Company was followed by an ANT A tour
of India, a tour of Australia, and
debuts with the San Francisco Symphony and Opera. Herbert von Karajan, conductor of the Berlin Philharmonic, invited her to the Vienna
State Opera in the title role of
"Aida." Triumphant engagements
in starring roles followed at Salzburg, La Scala, Convent Garden,
Verona, the Chicago Lyric, Paris
Opera, Teatro Colon - and the
Met which presented Price in seven
different roles during her first year.

NFL strike helps colleges

NEW

ME-XICO
SVMP.H.0.~ry

ORCHESTRA

It would be only fitting that the
University of New Mexico football
team do well this year, when the
attention is on the college teams
more than ever.
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Maestro Takeda will also conduct
the orchestra in selections by Liszt,
Maseagni, Rcspighi, and Verdi.
For reservations with Mastercard
or Visa call 842-8565.

•i,
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The NFL players strike has made
the pigskin enthusiasts less than
satisfied with watching baseball, old
movies or Canadian football. Even
though sportswriters aren't supposed to be fans of the team that they
cover, I am more excited in the press
box this year than I was out in the
student section in the past.
I love basc,ball, but I won't watch
a game until the playoffs begin next
week. I think, however, ABC
should show baseball on Monday
night instead of "The Outlaw Josey
Wales." It's only fitting, as hot as
the pennant races arc, that baseball
should be on at least one major network this week.
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· Wednesday,
September 29th
·~! 2 shows 8 & 10 =30
. ..Klmo Theater

:.:.\"'·;i Stb U1.
"· Cen•·at
.Ut
...... :-f

Tidtets at all Giant Ttcllet oudets

An
ASUNivfPEC
PRODUCTION

October
8pm
Popejoy Hall
Reserve seal's on sale at

Rail wx office ard arr Ticte1frlw (1)1-f~

Coming0ctober7th ·THE GAP BAND

~The

Wall' is more
than a ~rock movie'
Eddie Tafoya
Pink Floyd- The Wall is directed
by Alan Parker and stars Bob Geldo/. Music is by Pi11k Floyd. Pre·
sently showing at the Wyomi11g Mall
Ci11ema a11d the Hiland Theatre,
It has been said that there are two
tragedies in life, The first is never
realizing your dream. The second is
finally realizing it. The latter is the
core of the Pink Floyd movie ''The
Wall."
The film, in one sense, is a good
piece of cinematography that
weaves animation, brilliant colors
and flashbacks and symbolism with
the sophisticated rock sounds of the
English musical group.
At worst "The Wall" is a self·
indulgent piece of decadence that
overstates the "it's loneley at the
top" blues.
It all depends on what state you're
m.
But for the most part, and with the
exception of a couple of weak moments, this film is a strong statement
about the attrition of identity that
comes with universal acknowledgment.
The film concerns the life of a
man, named very appropriately,
Pink Floyd. He looks like a rock star
(actually he looks like a cross between Mick Jagger and Arlo
Guthrie) and is probably the alterego of Pink Floyd's songmaster Roger Waters.
The film takes us through Pinky's
life, and in that "Slaughterhouse
Five" sort of way even jumps to a
time and place in which Pink is only
remotely involved - in this case it
is his father's fatal involvement ~
in the Second World War.
It is there that Pink's father is
caught between the regimentation of
Hitler's troups and the mayhem on
the battlefield. It is here that we first
get a glimpse of the dichotomy that
strcnghtens the Floydian statement.
On one side we have order - on the
other we have madness. Pink's life
is a constant battle between the two.
In a powerful scene, probably the
best in the film, Pink lunges into a
psychotic rage and destroys his
guitars, apartment, and his television set, which is the closest thing he
has to a best friend. This scene is

contrasted by the next, where we see
Pink's methodical arrangements of
the remnants of the destruction.
Shattered guitar bodies, broken
glass, candy, and crossed chicken
bones span the carpeting of Pink's
apartment in kaleidescopic patterns.
Clearly this is a statement that he has
been conditioned by his schooling to
redress madness with order.
On the whole, "The Wall" is a
very commendable piece of cinema·
tography that seems to go beyond
the perception of the Pink Floyd fan
who merely attends the showing so
he can sing along with the songs.
The viewer is asked to look into the
vacuous eyes of the piano player and
understand his situation. And the
viewer is asked to take the adult's
perspective as Pink seems to say to
himself' 'When I was a child I never
imagined myself like this."
The problems with this film arc
that much of this has been said before. As a young poet Pink is ridi·
culed by his schoolmaster. The next
scene tells us that we are all, through
the conditoning of fonnal education
(as exemplified in the emphatic line
"We don't need no education"),
losing our individuality, and that
this kind of repression will only lead
to revolt .
If any Pink Floyd fans are looking
for MTV-type of sensationalism
theywon'tfind it in this film. This is
not AC/DC or Foreigner trying to
give the illusion of sexiness - this
is, or at least is seems to be, an
honest account of the more complex
tragedies of life.
In an interesting angle, director
Alan Parker uses graceful and fantastic animation to accent Pink's
female problems. A flower turns
into a female organ, then into an
insect and then into an image of two
people making love. The metaphor
is powerful in that it is merely there
to supplement the musical state·
ment.
The best thing about this film is
that it does't try to be "Letlt Be" ot
"Tonuny" or any of the other rock
films.lt is purely a musician's visual
and autobiographical statement.
ln the end it is clear that Pink sees
himself as "just another brick in the
wall." He's confined. He looks just
li!ce everybody else. He's screaming
to get out of it.

Canadian football is very hard to
get used to with its long fields, the 55
yard line, motion before the snap
and the no fair catch rule.
The Toronto Argonauts just can't
replace the Atlanta Falcons or anyone else's ·favorite team. I'd- rather
spend Sunday afternoons working
than sitting at home watching something that is trying to take the place
of America's fall livelihood.
It was tough Sunday trying to de-
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cide what I was going to do. I made
It was great to see BYU beaten,
my decision logically and picked the but I don't like the idea of having to
Lobo Invitational Volleyball play that team in their stadium and in
Tournament and the Lobos vs Texas their homecoming game.
Tech in softball,
The Lobos are tough defensively
and are quite capable of moving the
The Lobo softball team, which ball against the porous Falcon debarely existed last spring, is back on fense. Defensive coordinator Joe
the track, They showed some awe- Lee Dunn's crazy defense has desome hitting, and the fielding and fended the wishbone well in the
pitching were quite good. The Red past, and Air Force should pose few
Raiders were very boisterous, hut problems.
the Lobos went about their buisness
quietly.
The Lobos lost a thriller in the
opener, 8-6, bu.t came back to
dominate the nightcap, 5- J . It was
good to see the UNM squad in such
good ~hape and playing so ;well so
early m the year. Even though I
don't like the fall scheduling among
the spring sports, it was good to sec
some progress being made by Coach
Susan Craig's unit.
The volleyball action at ''The
Pit" was tremendous. I'm not particularly a volleyball fan, but I was
impressed with what I saw. The
Lobos only have seven players for a
six-player game, but they showed
some promise despite a last place
finish. The USC Trojans were something else. They showed why they
won the national championships the
last two years.

Jock Itch? Athlete's Foot?
If you think you have problems with the above, you may be evaluated at no charge
for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.

i''''''''''''''''''''''''~
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All in all it was a good day,
A trip to Colorado Springs or a
venture to the nearest big screen TV
arc in order Saturday. The Lobos
will be taking on Air Force on CBS
and it should be one of the best
games that the people here will see
on the tube this year.
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An Equal Qppo~unltyiAffinnallva AC11on Em~loyor

~

all fashion jeans
Brittania, Jordache, Calvin Klein, Sergio Valenti,
Sasson, Landlubber, Dee Cee,
Zeppelin, Cherokee, Espirit, A. Smile

And all Levis at the regular low price of
$17.50

General Stores
111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)
403 Cordova Rd. West

266-7709

8111 ~enaul NE

"Wlll:"RE AU. Tlll.
Gaov TlflNGSIIAPPJ::N!"

Presents

Monday October 11 - 8:15
Tickets: $16,$14,$11
ASUNM- GSA Students V2 Price
Telephone 277-3121
Alexandria King

~

~
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Pop&JOJ

SHUTOUT pitched by Allison Maney in a 1-0 win over Texas
Tech Saturday was one of the two Lobo victories this
weekend.

~
'-!

~

Pant Parade
20% off

Santa Fe

!

(206) 396-2433/2436

The only men's & women's clothing store in the University area.

The Falcons made UNM put next
week's BYU game completely out
of their minds by upsetting the
Cougars, 39-38, last Saturday. Air
Force is 2-0 in conference play and
has a potent offense which leads the
WAC in scoring and is fifth in the
nation in rushing offense.

~
~

ENGINEERS

Electronic - Mechanical
Permanent Federal Civil Service
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Nufl!erous positio~s are available for Electronic and Mechancical
Eng!neers to work rn undersea weapons system test and evaluation.
Engrneerlng BS required. Naval undersea systems engineering
fac!lity In rural setting near S.eattle. otf.ers care·e·r development, com·
petrtlve salary, an opportunity to work with the latest in advanced
technology, ~nd Federal Civil Service benefits. Some positions are
also located rn San Diego and Hawaii. A limited number of positions
are also available for graduate.s In c.omputer science.
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: October 5, 1982
(Contact Your Placement Office for Details)
NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE ENGINEERING STATION
Code 0614
Keyport, Washington 98345

~
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New Mexico

Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
Rates:
17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per clay if run
fiv<' or more consecutive days.

fOR RENT: f;Ft'ICIENCY, $130, beautiful view,
near TVI and UNM. Laundry facilities. Call 2567748. 1313 Wehesiey S.E.
9130
FOR nt:NT: I bedroom, $160. Beautiful view. Near
TV! and UNM. Laundry facUlties. Cali 256-7748,
1313 WellesleyS.E.
9130
FOR J,td\SE 675 sq. ft. office space across from
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265·9542 or evenings
881·3974.
tfn
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM nnd
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. J bedroom
or crncleney, from $230 up. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and ~lsposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
c<Juples, no r<:ts. I 520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $125 security deposit, Fully
furnished-security Jocks und laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Ple!ISe call before 6:00 Jn the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

9128

uvt: ENTERTAINMENT· 13 sensational sandwiches, burritos (Albuquerque's Biggest and Best),
salads, fresh fruit, chemical free meats. Lunch and
dinner specials daily. M.o.c. 2933 Monte Vista NE,
268·7040. "The Real Food Specialists".
10/1
FREE ADORABI.E SIX week old kittens to be give
away. Caii:247·4S17.
9129
BALLOONS! DAI.LOONSI GIVE that someone
special a "Big Lift". Helium Balloon Bouquets for all
occasions-Birthdays, Anniversaries, Get well, New
Baby, or just because "I love you", 298·541 1. 10/1

HARRY'S PLACE
(next to Student Bookstore)

RED CHILl DOG

69¢

5. ForSale

Deadline:
1:00 j).m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.
Marron Hall Room 131
tlwtwt•t•n biology and journalism buildings)

Open 8:0U a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday

1. Personals
WUWJ'ftt;A TING I'RODIJW gro•)ps. In for·
rnruiow flr. (iou~live, llO Vu.ss~rS.F.,l56·U~3.
10/4
INn:u:VISION SI'OR'J'S-FANS; Football league
forming, Duve 881·1668.
9/28
liAI'J'Y liiJITIIIlAY AILI to a funt!IStie womuu,
l ct'~ lfl<:Od some time together next weekend. Love
yuu, Rick.
9128
CITY WOMEN'S SOCn:n teams need players
(three divisions). 265·1470, 277·2583.
10/8
nt:ADWOilK ('I.ASS: 345·2797 after 6:00.
10/l
IIIU:AKt'AST S l't:('IAL-l "cc;s, 2 sausage palties,
lou;t, nnd home frtes. $2.50. Free green chile.
M.O.('. 2931 Monte Vista N.E. "Tile Real Food
Spce~nll\ts". 268· 7040.
lOll
MARY-Wt:I.L I looked In the front two dining
mum; nnd didn't see You I waited out on the deck and
ate n Mcmhall hero; then l ordered an Eggplant
l'mmigiunu hero and a pitd1er of Coors: the I ordered
,r Nad1o Plullcr and 11 pitd1cr oflite !leer; then 1had
a ~alud ha: and a huttle of Mvosellcod; by then it wn.l
urnc lou llinner m I had ('nsngnn nnd u bottle of
<hi anti; fnr tlc~~ert I had a glttsS of Rose and some of
thcar homemade t'hccsecnke und lopf)<:d everything
off wuh n prclC of Mud pic. At that point! wouldn't
ho>c rcwgmzcd you if you did show up. It WIIS
( ·urmro'' Ptzm and Italian Restnurant we were
111pposcd to meet 111 wasn't it? Across from UNM one
block west uf Girard off Centrni·Nick.
9/28
RIDE Tilt: <'IIAllfA trnln Into the beautiful
nspcncndc, Oct. 3rd With Student Trnvel C"enter. Call
271·2336
9130
NANCY, I.ANCASJ'EI\ IS cold without you. IIOI'C
you bundles, 111iss you herds, and need your wannth.
Hold tnr <~lOU? Steve.
9/28
l'RtJ;NANCY TI(S'J'ING &. counseling. Phone 247·
~~~

tfu

('ONTACIS-POUSIIING, SOWTIONS Casey
Orticnl { ·om11any on lomns just west of Washington.·
tfn
Wt; IIOT UISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Oreenwkh Village (Lennon Styles), gold
timless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5007]\.lenaul N.E., ncross from Lallellu.
tfn
PASSl'ORT, mt:NTIFICATION I'IIOTOS. Fn.~t,
inexpensive, pleasing. Lowest prices In town! Two for
SS, Four for $7. Ncar UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
S.E., Corner Silver, or eall 265·1323.
tfn
ACOJRATE INf'ORJIIATION ABOUT con·
traccption, stcriliT,ation, abortion. Right To Choose,
294.0171.
tfn

2. Lost & Found
('LAII\t YOUR tOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00 a.tn. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn
t.OST. WIIITE JACKET on 9115, in lecture hall or
shuule bus. Reward. 294·1710 after 5pm.
9!29
GOLD IIF..ARTS BRACELET lost. If found please
cnll Tnml during office houu 8·5. Reward 34S·820J.
9/30

10/12
ECONOMICS TUTORING 877-6885.
GUITAR I.ESSONS, ALL styles. 21 years tenching.
lOIS
John Mitchcll268·0496.
liJ/12
1YI'IN(J 24l·7n6,
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·3315.
tfn
TVPINC'rPROf'ESSIONAL QUAUTY pronto at
Kinko/Pronto; n.c at no extra charge, We will edit.
KIP, 2312 Central SE, ncross Central from Popejoy
Hnll.
tfn
QI.IAU'JY Tl'PING. I.OMAS.Tramwny area. 85
cents/page. 299·1355.
12/13
'JYI'IST·Tt:RM PAPERS 75 cents, Resumes. 299·
8970.
9/30
T\'PIST. ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242·3093.
9/30
'IYPING DONt; FAST accurate, reasonable, 294·
3127.
10/8

4. Housing
JIOOMMATE WANTED TO share 2-bedroom
apartment close to UNM. SUS/mo. plus V: electricity. Great deal243·2413 after 1:00pm.
9/28
RENT EAGI.ESNEST CONDOMINIUM 1·
bedroom, pool·jaccusi, club-house. !-mile from
UNM. $265 includes utilities, Dave 881·1668, Bing
888-4800.
10/4
SITUATION WANTED; MALE student looking for
house to share. Hove furniture, microwave, outstanding stereo and transportation. Would lll<'c
private bath and fireplace. Call 265-0048 or 268-5290
Tom.
10/1
RESPONSIBI.E ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
house three blocks fro111 University. 5200/mo. includes utilities. Call Christy 265-7881 or evenings 2667563.
10/1
WANTED ROOMMATE TO share 3 bedroom
house, N.E, location. $125/mo. plus 1/J utilities. 822·
1233.
9/30
TOWNHOUSE, PRICE REDUCED, assumable loon
below 8r.o. I have another home near Butnnn Park In
the S70's. Coli Susan Beard, the UNM area specialist
at 2Sf>.J8l4 or Walker-Hinkle Realty. 268-4SSI. 9/30
IIOUSEI'tiATE WANTF.D FOR house in quiet
neighborhood, $120 plus Utilities. 268·1963, evenings,
9128

2 for 1

MOVING SALE; JBR of furniture and appliances,
everything must go by Sept. 30, 139 Espejo NE, 2966654.

9!29

1981 KAWASAKI JOSCRS. 3,200 miles, Beautiful.
268·2264.
10/8
1WIN OED SET. six drawer dresser with mirror.
Three drawer dresser and ctesk. $250, 836-3997. .1011
GEMEINliARDT WOOD PICCOI.O in excellent
condition. Will take best offer. Calll42·0172. 10/l
1981 HONDA XLSOO enduro, well cared for SS/75
mpg$1400. Call after6pm. 255·1635.
9/28
74 YAMAliA 500 Vcry good running condition,
windshield, lugguage rack, $600. After 4pm, 2661709,
10/1
FOR SALE 2 IQ.-specd bikes, $115 each, Excellent
condition. Cull John 265-0443.
9/30
GOLDEN RETREIVER PUPPIES AKC Beautiful
9/30
colors, 8JI-SI40.
MOPED NEW CONDITION with baskets, turn
signals. 49cc engine, Sacriflce.l43.0105
9/30
BICYCLE SA I.E: BERTJNS from France and Puchs
from Austna on sale. Prices from $129. RC Hallett's,
Yale ncross from circle K 268-5691.
!Oil
IIP·34C, ACCESSORIES, $100. Call242-6620, 9/29
SPECIAL SAVINGS ON !liSt year's model of
Centurion 10. 12, and IS npeeds. Prices start as low ar
5139.95. Harvard Bike House, 137 HarvardS.E. 255
8808.
9/2!
FOLUS 10-SPEF.D. excellent condition. $300/offer
Alr<:nllte frnme pack (rned,) w/extension bur, $60,
256-3798 after 3:00pm.
9/29
KAWASAKI FUEl. INJECfiON complete 296·
6786, keep trying.
9/28
AIR CONDITIONE.R 6000 btu's. $12S. 296·6786,
keep trying.
9128
Panasonle reel·to·reel $50, turntableS IS. 256·3098.
9/28
EXCELLENT
MOTORCYCI.E BATTERIES.
10/8
prices. 2S22 1st NW. 247-3656.

VIDEO GAMES
TEMPEST & BERSERK
Offer good Today & Wed.

9. Las N oticias
MEETING? CI.I.IJJ? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
i11 Las Noticins.
tfn
SKYDIVING JUMP CLASS Sat\lrdaySeptember25,
9:00am Coronado Airport Hangar F. For details call
Bill Rober!$ 897-3413.
10/l
BAKE SALE AND Hot coffee. Sponsored by Delta
Sigma Pl. Weekdays7:30·10:30atASM. ....,. 1011
. .. .
.
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7. Travel
ADVERTISE YOUR RIDE in the Dally Lobo.

tfn

8. MiseeUaneous
LOOKING FOR BENEFIT entertainment for 30
minute time shots during Arts and Crafts Fair at Civic
Auditorium Oct. 23rd and 24th. Benefits scholarshp
fund. Call Kathy 296-1092 evenings.
9/28
FREE KtnENS: l male, 1 female, box trained. Call
evcnings243-5819.
JO/JJ
RENTING BOOTHS FOR Arts and Crafts Fair at
Civic Auditorium Oct. 23rd and 24th. Fee goes
towards local scholarship fund. Call Kathy 296-1092

.
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c;overed
~agon

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTO\fVN

UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75
COURt COSl ADDITIONAl
NO CHARGE OR OBLIGATION
FOR INITIAL CONSUl TAllON
W t
B ~ bid I 242 2602
J CARRUTH 14NDO!Al & AWX lAm

lEGAl <UNIC

1

hroma Color labs
.

I

.,

14116 Lomas :'\ I•,

266-0261

IO!k OFF
all ~~·n·in·~ \\'ith tlli~ ad

'WORLD
WAR II
BALLOONIST
WING

$5.50
FAT TIRE FLYERS
• Stwt'ializc·d stump jumpc·rs
• Arava :\lountain Bik<·~
• Hos:~ Diamond Cruisc•rs

._1 ~\)l~)JJli\7'c.)
-.~

WI!S'I'

4

~

Army-Navy Goods
504 Yale SE
265-7777

Now Available nt:
Harvar·d Bike House

137 Ilarvm·d SE
255-8808

TOP DOG IS COMING
TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Soft drink
5 Disband
9 Burly
14 Nautical
direction
15 Cruising
16 Laconic
17 German river
18 Emperor
19 Water birds
20 Shipped
away
22 Pet
23 Tallow
24 Perry or lake
25 Went sailing
28 Turned aside
32 Tracts
33 Metric unit
34- -mode
35 Endure
36 French artist
37 Blackout of a
sort
38 DOE's command
39 Particles
40 Leather
41 Dispossessed
43 Urged payment

44 Unique
person
45 Receipt word
46 Hit hard
49 Penitent
53"- -Is
Born"
54 Melody
55 Motif
56 Rope
57 If ever
58 House wings
59 Play backer
60 Bock or lager
61 Establish

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN
1 Legal affair
2 Evergreen
genus
3 Bound
4 Balloon
5 Stroked
6 Property
7 Decipher
8 Mariner
9Shlp
10 Alarm
11 French river
12 Functions
13 Girl's name
21 Regrets

JI
1

1
1
I
1
J. __ - ------.:.... ':":' -:!r-::-=~·
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6. Employment
CLERICAL POSITION; 5 minutes from UNM.
Some listing. Must be available mornings, M·F. 30
hours a week. 265-7777. Kaufman's.
9/28
MENI-WOMENI JOBS on shlp1! American.
Foreign. No e~pericnec required. Excellent pay.
worldwide travel. Summer job or career. Send $3.00
for information. SEAFAX, Dept, D-17, Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washlngton98362.
9130
TELEPHONE WORK. PART-TIME at home.
Record business. $200 plus, possible weekly. Richard
Ross 262-0928.
10/4
EARN UP TO $500 or more each year beginning
September for 1·3 years. Set your own hours.
Monthly payment for placing posters on campus.
Bonus based on results. Prizes awarded as well. 8()().
526·0883.
9/30

I

1 Chroma-Color Labs

I

22 Begrudge
24 Summons
25 Bundled
26 Speechify
27 Fable man
28 Feasted
29 Captured
30 Evade
31 Passe
33 After awhile
36 Stirred
37 Miscellanea
39 Vein content
40 Clothes

42 Take turns
43 Risk
45- de Leon
46 River of
Brazil
47--a
dream
48 Deer
49 Strobile
50 Loafing
51 Tissue
52 Bridge
position
54 Whimper

